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THE MAIN POINTS OF THIS PRESENTATION

• Economic catch-up is a dynamic, evolving process.
• The analysis of catch-up requires the combination of 

capability approach, evolutionary theory and innovation 
system framework.

• Dynamic means co-evolution between learning and 
capability building, technological change,  entry,  
dynamics of demand and of  market structure and 
changes in innovation systems  (national, sectoral and 
regional).

• Understanding economic catch-up means advancing 
over various fronts: case studies and qualitative work,  
comparative analyses,  quantitative work and  dynamic 
evolutionary models. 



A ROADMAP FOR TO-DAY

• The key role of technological capabilities and 
innovation system factors for economic catch-up

• Catch-up cycles
• Capabilities and the working of dynamic vertical 

interdependencies
• The long process of market entry, capability building, 

upgrading and catching up
• Modelling the process of capability building, 

competition  and catching-up 



THE CENTRALITY OF TECHNOLOGICAL

CAPABILITIES  AND INNOVATION SYSTEM

FOR ECONOMIC CATCH-UP



K.Lee and F.Malerba

Economic catch-up by 
latecomers as an 
evolutionary process



CATCH-UP

• Catch-up does not mean cloning.  What is achieved by 
successful catching up invariably diverges in certain ways from 
the practices in the countries serving as benchmarks

• Each emerging economy does things in a different way, as a 
result of an indigenous process of learning and capability 
building

• Countries follow different trajectories of technological and 
process advancements

• So it is often difficult to rank a country as unequivocally 
successful or unsuccessful in catching up



TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES

• Learning is not automatic upon transferring foreign technologies.   It 
is highly uncertain.

• Learning failures are common in emerging economies
• Technological knowledge has imperfect imitability and tacitness
• Learning and capability building are complemented by the presence 

of a working innovation system 

• The work of learning and capabilities benefitted by giants such as  
J. Katz,  M.Bell,  S.Lall,  C. Cooper,  L.Kim and B.Lundvall



NATIONAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS
• Institutions play a major role in the process of catching up

Some lessons have been learned:
• Active public policy rather than hands off policy is necessary 

for growth and development
• The features and structure of national innovation systems as 

they have emerged over time differ extensively across 
countries so that one type does not fit all when they are 
related to catch up

• Major role of local demand in terms of size, structure and 
price vs quality sensitiveness

• For countries there is  a middle income trap but there is a way 
to  overcome it



Catch-up takes place in industries that can be different 
from  country to country  and that may change in 
importance over time

This means that the learning processes , capabilities  and the 
factors that affect the catching up may greatly differ from one 
industry to another  

This calls for understanding of the specificities of sectoral 
systems

SECTORAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS



Sectoral systems are characterized by:

• a knowledge base 

• firms with learning and capabilities

• other actors relevant for generating or supporting learning and 
innovation such as suppliers, users, universities, public research 
organizations, the government, financial organizations; 

• links and networks among the different actors;
• institutions;
• processes of interaction, cooperation, and selection
Major differences exist among sectoral systems 

• F.Malerba and R.Nelson: Catching up in different sectoral
systems Industrial and corporate change, 2011

• F.Malerba and R.Nelson: Economic development as a learning
process Elgar 2012



SOME EXAMPLES OF SECTORAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
THAT  ACT  TOGHETHER  IN COMPLEMENTARY  WAYS 

SOFWARE: entrepreneurship, local clusters, links with customers

TELECOM: large firms, large scale R&D,  active government
support for domestic firms R&D

SEMICONDUCTORS:  entrepreneurship, specialization

PHARMA: university research,  NBF, IPR

AGRO-FOOD: development of market institutions, diffusion
policies, development of a knowledge infrastructure



SECTORAL SPECIALIZATION AND LEAPFROGGING
• Catch-up is a dynamic phenomenon: it is a matter not only of 

learning and capability building, but also of finding niches and 
sectoral specialization

• Various stages of sectoral specialization during catch-up exist:  
from labor intensive sectors to capital intensive and higher labor 
productivity sector to high technology sectors

• Countries may move from long cycle technology sectors to short 
cycle technology sectors (Lee 2013), where competence 
destroying innovation is frequent

• Leapfrogging from mature industries to short cycle industries 
• The low road, the high road and the middle road to catch up, 

moving into short-cycle technology sectors

Keun Lee   Schumpeterian analyses of economic catch up (2013)   
Justin Lin  The quest for prosperity (2012)



CATCH-UP CYCLES



• Catching up is a dynamic and evolving process  
• The long-run is important !
• In the long run, current leading countries and firms are often  

displaced by new leaders coming from emerging economies. And 
this occurs again and again.

• This is because along the industry life cycle changes occur  in 
technology and in sectoral systems . 

• These changes represent windows of opportunities for latecomer 
countries (Perez and Soete, 1988) 

• Successive catch up cycles have occurred in several sectors: 
windows of opportunities (technological, demand and 
institutions)   opened up and allowed a change in industrial 
leadership provided that the latecomers had an adequate level of 
competences and an effective innovation system

K.Lee and F. Malerba  Catch-up cycles Research Policy 2017



INDUSTRY CATCH-UP CYCLES

• In a sector, each cycle  has leading firms from a country.
• A new cycle replaces established firms with latecomer firms from 

another country  



SOME EXAMPLES FROM LEE AND MALERBA RP 2017
• STEEL industry:    Technological window (basic oxigen furnace and 

continuous casting) allowed a leadership change from US to Japan.  

A demand window (global steel industry downturn) plus a 

government window generated a leadership change from Japan 

to Korea

• CAMERA industry:    Technological window (rangefinder/portable

camera) allowed a leadership change form Germany to Japan.  A 

new technological window in terms of a radically new trajectory

(compact system camera) generated a change from Japan to Korea 

• SEMICONDUCTORS (memory chips):   In the various generations

of DRAM chips, demand windows (business cycles) plus stage 

skipping strategies allowed a first leadership change from US to 

Japan, and then a second change from Japan to Korea



• MOBILE PHONES:     A technological window (digital
phones/GSM) and a regulation window allowed the shift from 
US (Motorola) to Europe (Nokia).   A new technological window
(smart phones)  allowed the shift from Europe to US (Apple) and 
Korea (Samsung)  

• REGIONAL JETS:    Government windows allowed a change in 
leadership from UK to Netherlands (Fokker),  then to Canada 
(Bombardier) and then to Brazil (Embraer) 

• WINE:    Demand windows and technology windows allowed
first the catching up of US and Australia and later on the regain by  
Italy to a position of leadership with France 

Franco Malerba



In order to be successful, the opening of a window has to be coupled by

• Reponses by firms: they  depend on the level of capabilities by 
domestic firms and their learning processes

• Reponses by the innovation systems: they  depend on the level of 
education, the feature of the university and public research system, 
the role of an active public policy and the presence of appropriate 
institutions and financial systems

Likelihood of leadership change increases when the technology windows 
are combined with ‘incumbent/winner trap ‘ behavior and mis-
alignment or inadequacies of the leaders and their innovation systems 
to the new window 

For example, American steel firms did not adopt the BOF because they 
constructed many mills with the old method and thus the useful 
economic life of them did not end yet when the BOF started to be put 
into commercial operation in the 1950s



CAPABILITIES 
AND THE WORKING OF

DYNAMIC VERTICAL INTERDEPENDECIES



• Catch-up may take place in industries that are vertically related.
• This may create opportunities or lock-ins for latecomer firms

• For example in sectors in which competition is intense and takes 
place on a world scale, domestic firms may not be a source of 
large demand from local supplies if these local suppliers are not 
advanced technologically.

• Because these domestic firms have to compete globally, and 
require advanced machinery and components to keep their 
capabilities and performance at the frontier, they demand state-
of the art inputs and machinery that local firms cannot provide.

• So links between local users and supplies cannot develop and 
local learning cannot take off



• This is the case of the Chinese semiconductor and the 
telecommunication  industries between 1978 and 2011. 

• International links and demand/vertical linkages contributed to 
the different evolution of the two Chinese industries which 
were  quite similar initially, were part of the electronics macro-
sector and belonged to the same national context. 

• The role of demand/vertical linkages: during the early phases 
of development, demand  linkages  played a positive role (for 
Chinese telecommunications) and a blocking role (for Chinese 
semiconductors) in the determining the trajectories of the two 
Chinese industries. Here demand refers not only to the size of 
the market, but also to the characteristics of the different 
market segments in each industry and the level of control over 
these markets.

Yu, Malerba, Adams and Zhang     Related Yet Diverging Sectoral 
Systems: Telecommunications Equipment and Semiconductors in 
China, Industry and Innovation 2017 

• The same lock in took place in the Korean machine tool industry 
Kim and Lee in Malerba and Mani  (ed) Elgar  (2009)



THE LONG PROCESS 
OF MARKET ENTRY, CAPABILITY 

BUILDING, UPGRADING AND 
CATCHING-UP



One of the most rich and interesting areas of analysis of catch-up 
refers to the understanding of the long  process of catch-up, 
starting from entry of low-level capability firms that face intense 
competition by advanced foreign firms (often subsidiaries of 
MNC) and  that  over time have to survive, upgrade and develop 
advanced capabilities, finally becoming competitive and even 
domestic (or international) market leaders.

Understanding this long process requires first an understanding 
of the dynamics of technological capabilities. Here progress has 
been relevant.



THE DYNAMICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES
We know that:
• The acquisition of initial capabilities by firms in emerging economies 

has to do with the unique origin of the firm.
• Latecomer firms from emerging economies are resource poor 

entrants (Mathwes, 2002), Hobday, 1995, Bell and Figuereido, 2012): 
the critical resources of catch up are nor easily available either within 
the firm or outside the firm

• Absorptive capabilities may be very important  in the early stages
• Time of entry in the local economy and then in the global economy is 

key 
• Entry  often takes place in GVC. Firms upgrade  from OEM to ODM to 

OBM (Amsden, 1989; Hobday, 1995)
• The dynamics of technological capabilities follows a path from 

duplicative imitation to creative imitation to innovation (Kim, 1997) 
• International networking and integration are relevant



• It is very intriguing to examine the long process that 
leads low-level capability firms that enter a market to 
a position of domestic market leadership, and to 
disentangle the basic factors that affect this process





• Over the last two decades domestic firms in emerging leading 
countries such as China, India and Brazil,  have managed to grow 
and become prominent in their industries, often reaching positions  
of market leadership in their own domestic market , and often also 
of international leadership.  

• This has been so in different sectors such as auto, software, 
pharmaceuticals and others.

• In the book we chose not to examine the Samsungs, but less well-
known firms.

• The book is constituted by case studies of firms from key emerging 
economies. 

• The book offers a capability and  innovation systems perspective  
for the study of the rise of market leaders.



THE METHODOLOGY: 
FIRMS IN THE SAME SECTOR ACROSS COUNTRIES

• Automobiles and autoparts
China :  Geely Cars Bin Guo
Brazil:  Marcopolo Body work    Ricardo Cavalcante 
India:  Tata Motors Small cars and Mahindra Sunil Mani

• ICT
India: HCL Arun Madhavan
Brazil :  Totus ERP and Positivo PC      Bruno  Arraujo

• Pharmaceuticals
China:  Sinovac Vaccines, WuXi Pharmtech CRO and BGI Gene sequencing
Song Hong
India :    Heterodrugs Active ingredients and Suven Life Drugs for central
nervous disorders Sunil Mani



FIRMS’ MARKET SUCCESS CAN BE SEEN AS  PROCESS:

• that takes a long time and goes through three stages
(1)access to foreign knowledge, absorptive capabilities and 

market niches;  
(2)advanced technological and marketing capabilities, continuous

R&D;  
(3) full internationalization and strategic alliances

• that occurs in a market environment with specific type of 
competition (MNEs, ….)

• That is characterized by continuous learning and capability
building through factors; 

- internal to the firm (production, R&D, marketing, …) 
- and external to the firm (services,  alliances,  mergers and   

acquisitions…) 
• that is affected by system factors at the sectoral,  local and 

national levels.



The Sources of Market Leadership

Firm Level Factors Vibrant Entrepreneurship

Learning, Capabilities and Strategies 

Country Level Factors Active Public Policies in support of specific sectors 

Policies to unleash private entrepreneurship

Strong Education Systems 

Untapped Local Markets 

Sector Level Factors Mastering the sectoral knowledge base

Presence of capable actors and links with advanced 
networks

Effective sectoral institutions



EVOLUTIONARY MODELLING 
OF THE PROCESS 

OF CAPABILITY BUILDING, 
COMPETITION AND CATCHING-UP





HFM 1: UNDERSTANDING CATCH-UP CYCLES

A history-friendly model of the successive changes in 
industrial leadership and catch-up by latecomers  by Fabio 
Landini,  Keun Lee and Franco Malerba in Research Policy 
2017 

Cases of mobile phones and memory chips with competition 
between incumbents and latecomers from different countries 



BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE MODEL

Learning: firms improve their capabilities over time; the growth of 
the capabilities of firms is faster, the higher the average level of 
capabilities in the country of the firms. 

System of innovation: the higher the average merit of techniques in 
a country, the higher the probability that firms of that country find 
better techniques;

Lock-in effect: the probability that a firm of a given country 
perceives a new technology decreases with the country’s market 
share using the old technology;



‘History-friendly’ calibration: 
Radical change in leadership after technology shocks

Evolution of total market shares: -> Leadership changes



Experiment – No Lock-in effects on the capability of leaders 

-> reduce the intensity of lock-in (incumbent trap) effects

->  no leadership change: = Aborted catch-up (failure to catch-up)



Experiment 2: Smaller Size  of the technology window 
-> no immediate leadership  change  but   co-existence



HFM 2: UNDERSTANDING THE LONG PROCESS OF CATCH-
UP BY (INITIALLY) LOW-LEVEL CAPABILITY FIRMS

The Long March to Catch-up: a history friendly model of China’s 
mobile communication industry  by   Daitian Li, Gianluca Capone 
and Franco Malerba,   2018

- China’s role in 1G: imported the Total Access Communication System (TACS) 
from foreign MNEs
- China’s role in 2G: Chinese domestic firms started to enter the industry.
Relatively weak technological capabilities
Some domestic firms actively targeted the rural market
- China’s role in 3G:  Some domestic firms actively upgraded their technological 
capabilities .     Datang, developed the country’s own 3G standard.    Huawei and 
ZTE developed WCDMA and CDMA2000   systems 
- China’s role in 4G: Some domestic firms (Huawei, ZTE) evolved into leading 
multinational enterprises.

39



• Key mechanism for catch-up
- a good composition of acceptable quality and low price 

• Role of segmented markets
– a “nurturing ground” for domestic firms to survive and develop 

capabilities
– allows domestic firms to compete differently in terms of 

pricing strategies

• Role of generational technological changes
– Opens “windows of opportunities” in new product segments 

(Perez and Soete, 1988)
– It does not necessarily obsolete old technologies (or products)

40



History-friendly simulation

41

Domestic firms’ market share (First cohort) in the urban market

!" = 30000, size of	rural market
4 = 0.01   technological relatedness



History-divergent simulations
HF simulation: !" = 30000 size  of    the rural market

θ = 0.01  technological relatedness

42



IN CONCLUSIONS 
• In the analysis of capability, upgrading and catch-up use  jointly 

capability approach, evolutionary theory and innovation system 
framework

• Have a dynamic and  process oriented framework

• Remember that you examine a moving and evolving target

• Be comparative

• Look at co-evolutionary processes: market entry, capability 
accumulation, transformation in innovation systems, changes in 
demand and  dynamics of  competition.

• Pay attention to (dynamic) concepts and dimensions such as  
upgrading, trajectories, leapfrogging, traps and lock-ins, 
cumulative advancements and opening of windows of 
opportunities 

• Use jointly and in a complementary way  (1) case studies and 
qualitative analysis, (2) quantitative analysis and (3) dynamic  
evolutionary models.


